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Plant biology
Chapter summary – a reminder of the issues to be revised
Notes

1

Internal transport within plants occurs by mass flow, but there
is no pumping organ. Two separate tissues are involved in
transport. Water and ions travel in the xylem, a system of vessels
connected end to end to form non-living tubes. Manufactured
foods are carried in a living tissue, the phloem, consisting of
sieve tubes and companion cells. The xylem and phloem make
up the vascular tissue that branches throughout the plant body
and serves roots, stems, leaves and growing points (buds).

2

Active uptake of mineral ions in the roots causes absorption
of water by root hairs from the soil solution, by osmosis.
Water is drawn up the stem from the roots by a force generated
in the leaves by the evaporation of water vapour from the
aerial system (transpiration). The adhesive property of water
and evaporation generate tension forces in leaf wall cells.
Transpiration follows – an inevitable consequence of gas
exchange in the leaf. It is the cohesive properties of water
and the structure of xylem vessels that allow transport under
tension in stems and tree trunks.

3

The rate of water uptake by a leafy shoot, due to water loss by
transpiration from the leaves, is measured using a potometer.
With the potometer, the effect of temperature and humidity on
transpiration rates can be investigated.

4

Transport of manufactured food in the phloem is by active
transport, requiring living phloem cells. According to the
mass flow hypothesis, solutes flow through the phloem
from a region of high hydrostatic pressure to a region of low
hydrostatic pressure. Hydrostatic pressure is high in cells
where sugar is formed, the ‘source’ area, but low where sugar
is converted to starch, in ‘sink’ areas. The incompressibility of
water allows transport along these hydrostatic gradients.

5

Organic compounds, manufactured in the leaf cells as
products of photosynthesis, are actively loaded into sieve
tubes at this ‘source’ area. The resulting high concentrations
of solutes in the phloem at the source lead to water uptake
by osmosis. Raised hydrostatic pressure causes the contents
of the phloem to flow towards the sinks.

6

Cell divisions of undifferentiated cells in the meristems of
plants allow indeterminate growth. A meristem is a group of
cells that retains the ability to divide by mitosis, followed by
cytokinesis. Apical meristems occur at the tips of the stem
(and root) and are responsible for their primary growth. Here,
the growth and maturation of these cells form all the mature
tissues of stems (and roots).
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Plant hormones control growth in the shoot apex. Auxin is
one of these hormones, naturally occurring in plants. The
chief roles of auxin in plant growth are:
n

cell enlargement

n

extension growth of stems and roots (at different
concentrations)

n

dominance of terminal buds

n

promotion of fruit growth and inhibition of leaf fall.

Auxin efflux pumps can set up concentration gradients of
auxin in plant tissues. Auxin influences cell growth rates by
changing the pattern of gene expression.
8

Plant shoots respond to the environment by tropisms. Plant
responses are mainly growth responses. For example, the tips
of plant stems grow towards the light (positive phototropism),
and plant stems and root tips respond to gravity (geotropism)
so the aerial shoot grows up and the roots grow down.

9

The technique of micropropagation of plants uses tissue from
shoot apex, nutrient agar gels and growth hormones for:
n

rapid bulking up of new varieties

n

production of virus-free strains

n

propagation of plants from rare species.

10 Flowering involves a change in gene expression in the shoot
apex, resulting in a switch from vegetative growth to flower
formation. The switch to flowering is in response to the length
of light and dark periods in many plants.
11 The flower contains structures involved in sexual
reproduction, producing pollen within the stamens and
an embryo sac within the carpel. Success in plant sexual
reproduction depends first on pollination (the transfer of
pollen from stamens to the stigma of a carpel). Most flowering
plants use mutualistic relationships with pollinators
(typically, but not exclusively insects) to transfer pollen.
Pollination leads to fertilization, seed formation and seed
dispersal.
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Data handling questions
The answers for
factual recall
questions are
available online.
Other questions
are designed to be
tackled alone or
in groups, where
the outcomes can
be discussed with
peers or tutors, for
example, or done as a
homework activity.

Data handling questions
■■ Water absorption and transpiration
In an investigation of water absorption and transpiration in a plant over a 24-hour period,
readings were obtained at 4-hour intervals and were related to the light intensity. The results
are shown in the table.
Light intensity as
a % of maximum
0
70
100
100
10
0

Time
04.00
08.00
12.00
16.00
22.00
24.00

Water absorbed
in 4 hours (g)
6
6
14
22
13
8

Water transpired
in 4 hours (g)
1
8
20
29
10
3

1 Present these results graphically in a way that makes clear the pattern of water uptake and
loss of water vapour during the experiment.
2 Describe the changing pattern of water absorption and transpiration in the plant during
the 24-hour period.
3 Explain how the processes of water absorption and water loss are related in the intact plant.

■■ The changing diameter of a tree trunk
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■■ Diurnal change
in the circumference
of a tree over a
seven-day period

daily variation in diameter/
arbitrary units
1200

Another source of data about the water relations of an intact plant comes from continuous
measurements of the diameter of the trunk of a tree over a period of several days, early in the
growing season, as shown in the figure.

1 Describe and then explain the change in the circumference of the tree trunk during the
24-hour period. How do these observations relate to your explanation of the data in the
water absorption and transpiration experiment described above?
2 How does the circumference of the tree trunk change over the period of seven days at this
time of the year? What events within the tree trunk account for this?
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‘Do and understand’ activities

‘Do and understand’ activities
■■ The role of auxin in tropisms
Some of the earliest experiments that led to the discovery of auxin are summarized in the figure.
LS through oat seedling
(cultivated grass)

Coleoptile is similar to
stem in structure and
in the way it grows, –
but carries no buds
or leaves, as stems do.

coleoptile
first leaves

TS

stem growing
point

food store

1 light stimulus is perceived by stem tissue at the stem apex

aluminium
foil cap
(light-proof)

unilateral
light

no growth
curvature

unilateral
light

growth of
coleoptile
towards light

2 growth-promoting substance (shown to be auxin) is
formed at the apex and passes down the stem to
where the growth response occurs
mica sheet
inserted
below tip
on dark side
(mica is
impermeable)

mica sheet
inserted
below tip on
illuminated side

3 auxin can pass through gelatine or agar blocks

stem tip cut
and gelatine
placed between
tip and stump

unilateral
light

unilateral
light

unilateral
light

no growth
curvature

growth of
coleoptile
towards light

4 an asymmetrically replaced source of auxin has the
same effect on growth as unilateral light

growth of
coleoptile
towards light

5 explanation of positive phototropic response of stems

growth
in dark

stem tip cut
and replaced
asymmetrically

auxin produced in
cells of stem tip

auxin on illuminated
side is transported
to dark side
increased concentration of
auxin enhances elongation
growth on the darkened side

auxin travels
down through
stem tissue
unilateral light

■■ The coleoptile as an experimental organ, and the discovery of auxin
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‘Do and understand’ activities
Look at the diagram carefully, focusing on the design of the experiments. Then respond to the
following questions.
1 In nature, the coleoptile is a stem-like plant organ that protects the young leaves and
terminal growing point in grass plants, as they push up through the soil. In what ways is
the selection of a coleoptile significant as the experimental organ for these investigations?
2 In nature, the coleoptile tip splits open as soon as it reaches the soil surface (the light).
What particular conditions must be maintained to ensure the coleoptile tip remains intact
during the experiments?
3 Why were small pieces of mica sheet used in some experimental steps?
4 Step 3 suggests that the growth-promoting substance produced by the tip of the coleoptile
could be taken up by and passed through thin gelatine blocks. In light of this, what did the
addition of the experiments shown in Step 4 hope to establish?
5 In addition to showing that a plant growth substance plays a part in the response of shoots
to unilateral light (sensitivity), what do these experiments imply about the role of plant
growth substances in extension growth of stems?
6 At a later stage, cut coleoptile tips were placed on gelatine or agar blocks and the plant
growth substance that diffused out of the tips was collected there. How might these blocks
be used subsequently to confirm the presence of a plant growth substance?
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Further study

Further study
■■ Web resource
Transport in plants:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1PqUB7Tu3Y

■■ Further reading
Articles in recent editions of ‘Biological Sciences Review’:

▶
▶
▶
▶

‘How trees lift water’, 18.1, pp.33–37 (Sept 2005)
‘Does water climb trees?’, 24.2, pp.27–29 (Nov 2011)
‘Tropisms’, 25.4, pp.20–21 (Apr 2013)
‘Plants making the most of water’, 26.2, pp.2–6 (Nov 2013)
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